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IEEE Software
To be the best source of reliable, useful, peer-reviewed information for leading software practitionersMission Statement the developers and managers who want to keep up with rapid technology change. Personal PrinciPles and values are important. Articulating the personal qualities that we prize gives us a way to set goals for ourselves and reflect on whether we're living up to our own standards-or whether we're so caught up in the day-to-day grind that we make a thousand little compromises and never notice. Similarly, professional principles are touchstones that let us aim for rigor in our work rather than spending our efforts on a thousand different trade-offs and kludges. Perhaps such engineering principles are even more important in the early phases of any software life cycle, when the freedom to interpret the problem and design solutions can be almost unbounded.
And yet-when taken to extremes or applied blindly, any principle can produce the very outcomes that it was meant to avoid, stifling creativity and leading to bad decisions. Philippe Kruchten brought this point home to me afresh during his recent keynote and the personal interview that followed by enunciating some important values and their potential misuses in software requirements and architecture. Kruchten's work has often focused on software architecture, and in his consulting work, he has observed a large number of teams and their dynamics in operation. When I caught up with him at the Better Software East conference, he had just given a keynote summarizing some of the negative behavioral patterns that he has often seen in the field (he referred to them as "games architects play"). I was struck by how many of these initially sounded like positive engineering principles taken to extremes, which seems to be a cautionary tale regarding the potential for rules to get embedded out of context.
For Kruchten, one of the root causes of such games is that, like other hu-m a r c h /a p r I l 2 0 13 | I E E E S o f t wa r E 3 mans, software professionals can be misled into thinking of ourselves as more rational than we are. Cognitive biases come into play during software development just as in other activities. For example, too often we fall rapidly into confirmation bias-finding valid-sounding reasons to support the things that we already believe. He also cautioned that we shouldn't put the onus for such behavior just on architects: software development is one large continuum of decisions, and the same types of biases can come into play in each. Looking earlier in the life cycle, we would be kidding ourselves to think that users and requirements analysts are perfectly rational, and it's just the "software guys" who misinterpret things and go off in strange directions.
The Pilot Project
Let's begin with a game Kruchten identified that's close to my own heart as an empiricist: the pilot project. There's a solid principle at the heart of this one -namely, a desire to be intentional and cautious about new tools and technologies. A key component of making software engineering an evidence-driven field rather than one at the whim of fads is trying novel approaches in small-scale but realistic settings to see if the claimed benefits can really be obtained in one's context (and at what price). Surprising as it sounds, I've seen organizations go off the rails by mandating widespread adoption of new technologies that turn out to be more complicated in practice than initially realized. However, the "game" begins when organizations march into pilots with a preconceived idea of the outcome they want to see and eliminate anything that would be an obstacle to getting that predefined outcome-even if those obstacles are, you know, actually related to the way they normally do business.
So how do we monitor ourselves and understand whether confirmation bias is actually coming into play? One heuristic is to count how often we hear, "But we're not doing [something] on this project because this is just a pilot." Has "just a pilot" become the mantra that we need to chant when removing anything that could possibly get an outcome other than our preferred one? It's also useful to consider whether Welcome To The ediTorial Board I'm happy to welcome to our editorial board Adam Welc, who will be overseeing our coverage of programming languages and paradigms. Welc is a principal member of the Technical Staff at Oracle Labs, where he works on the development of domain-specific languages. Previously, he worked as a researcher at Intel and Adobe, developing novel approaches for concurrent programming. He has a solid track record of research publications and has often been invited to speak in both academic and industry contexts. In addition, Welc's record of service to the research community has been exemplary, including working as a program committee member for many symposia, workshops, and conferences. The practical applicability of his work is demonstrated by the seven patent applications on which he is a co-author.
Welc is succeeding Laurie Tratt in this role. I'd like to thank Tratt again for all of his efforts and the many projects he undertook for us. we've hand-picked a team that's exceptionally good and might have obtained a successful outcome regardless of the technology or process they apply.
Blink
Another example Kruchten gave is "blink"-in which we tell ourselves that we have sufficient experience and know-how and can make decisions quickly, based on experience and intuition. Given that architects typically face a wide range of potential solutions for any system, being able to quickly make assessments about good strategies is important. After all, one recent bestseller has argued that such intuition is an important attribute of brilliant decision makers (M. Gladwell, Blink: The Power of Thinking without Thinking, Back Bay, 2007) . When done by architects who truly have the experience, such quick and intuitive assessments can be valuable in focusing efforts on the path with the most likely chance of success. The difficulty comes when cognitive biases come into play and lead to this ideal being applied in circumstances in which it has no business.
How do we recognize when we're stumbling into the negative "blink" game? Perhaps by paying attention to how much the architects are really listening to the requirements folks. Do requirements analysts get to articulate what they're looking to do with the system before they start hearing about pulldown menus, Apache servers, and other detailed solution elements?
analysis Paralysis
Some of Kruchten's games spring not from a lack of rationality but from being too rational. For example, the opposite of "blink" is over-focusing on analysis to the detriment of actually getting things done. As with the other games, it's hard to argue with the desire to do a thorough and rigorous analysis.
But too often, we might simply be afraid of making decisions, so continued analysis becomes a convenient decisionavoidance strategy. For architects, this game can also take the form of a million questions and requests for clarification to the requirements team. While it can always be healthy to challenge requirements, extreme forms of this effectively push off any responsibility for engineering decisions to other stakeholders. In either case, while you've been trying to know everything about everything, you're potentially blocking progress on other fronts as well.
Kruchten's response to how to mitigate this tendency is to come to terms with the fact that we can't make perfect decisions. On almost any development project, we have to make progress, even if it's imperfect. Rather than aiming for perfection, it's often healthier instead to aim to have some kind of traceback that lets the team recover if it reaches a bad state.
ieee sofTWare sPonsors acseac BesT PaPer aWards
The 2012 edition of the African Conference on Software Engineering and Applied Computing (ASEAC) took place on 24 and 25 September in Gaborone, Botswana. The conference, which debuted in 2011 in Cape Town, South Africa, was sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society and the University of Botswana. ACSEAC 2012 featured 17 paper presentations, a keynote address delivered by former IEEE Software editor-in-chief Hakan Erdogmus, two invited talks, and an industry workshop. More than 60 delegates attended, representing a dozen countries including South Africa, Uganda, Madagascar, Botswana, Kenya, Egypt, and Nigeria. Several representatives from Botswana's software industry and government officials were also present.
As in 2011, IEEE Software supported ACSEAC with a Best Paper Award. Four papers were shortlisted by the conference program committee for the award. A selection committee chaired by Erdogmus and composed of five conference organizers and five IEEE Software board members reviewed the shortlisted papers and voted for the one they felt had the highest relevance to software practice. The 2012 winners of the Software ACSEAC Best Paper were authors Brett Ausmeier, Thomas Campbell, and Sonia Berman from the University of Cape Town for their contribution "Indoor Navigation Using a Mobile Phone." The authors described how they designed, implemented, and evaluated novel and practical heuristics to let users navigate indoor environments with smart mobile devices without relying on a GPS signal.
The selection committee was impressed by the real-world practical applications of the selected paper and its style of experimentation and evaluation. As one reviewer noted, "The authors have made a valuable contribution through their open and detailed descriptions of their experience in every step, including the difficulties encountered along the way and the alternatives proposed to confront each difficulty."
Our congratulations go to the winners and our thanks to selection committee members Cornelius Ncube, Julius Stuller, Lorenzo Catelli, Keith Chen, VentateshPrasad Ranganath, John Favaro, Ayse Bener, Maurizio Morisio, Linda Rising, Bob Glass, and Hakan Erdogmus. ACSEAC 2013 will be held in Nairobi, Kenya.
a healthy Perspective
What if I have a plausible and rationalsounding story that reassures me that I'm holding fast to my values when I'm actually applying them inappropriately? Kruchten recommended not aiming to avoid cognitive biases entirely (since we can't easily change the result of millions of years of human evolution) but rather to have someone on the team who thinks differentlythat is, someone who doesn't have the same biases-who can challenge the status quo and help us see what we've missed. Lest this all start to seem a little abstract, I also had the chance to talk with someone who's been putting similar approaches into practice: Ellen Gottesdiener is an internationally recognized expert in agile practices. In working with various organizations, Gottesdiener and her colleague Mary Gorman have developed an approach to requirements management in an agile context that is proving useful (www.discovertodeliver.com). As we talked, I realized that Gottesdiener was presenting an approach that, serendipitously, seemed designed to help avoid the traps and pitfalls that Kruchten had presented.
The agile teams that I've been part of had typically represented requirements by means of user stories. Gottesdiener noted that teams often start at this level because it helps them make some quick progress, but there are limits. In fact, she's found that teams benefit from looking more holistically at requirements and advocates thinking about the potential options for the system across seven dimensions (users involved, interfaces to other entities, actions or capabilities provided, data used by the system, controls enforced, environmental constraints, and quality attributes). Teams explore options along these dimensions and evaluate and reevaluate them. They sketch plans for implementing options according to three time horizons:
• generalized ideas of what the product is evolving into; • more specific options to be included in the next release; and • detailed descriptions of the work allocated to the current iteration.
It's important to note that all three levels of planning aren't created by doing a lot of time-consuming, deep thinking upfront. But at least the team can begin development having identified some big chunks of functionality that can be fleshed out into stories as work continues (aiming to avoid analysis paralysis).
The methodology also encourages the team to think about what value is being provided by work across all three time horizons-and what value is being provided to different stakeholders. The point of identifying all of these dimensions and time horizons isn't that this is the magic analysis that will reveal all important factors. Rather, this set of terminology and attributes provides the means for having a structured conversation among the various stakeholders, who likely have different backgrounds and possibly even vocabularies. (In short, the structure is a support mechanism for implementing Kruchten's advice of getting input from different perspectives which can help avoid falling into biases-it ensures that all stakeholders are actually talking about the same things and eliciting relevant information.)
The important thing to realize is that as always with agile, we're looking for ways to get quick feedback. It's important to informally value the stories and periodically revisit those decisions-but we need to avoid long and expensive analyses. As Kruchten noted, it's not realistic to aim for making perfect decisions. This may mean that rework later becomes necessary as we 
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get a better understanding of what is needed. But nothing is free; the cost of rework needs to be evaluated against the benefit of having gotten a better idea of customer needs and tested the system's ability to meet them. Essentially, what Gottesdiener presented was a software "process" in the best sense of the term: an approach that can be tested (and, dare I say, piloted) as to the value it provides, and one that advocates specific steps not for their own sakes, but as guideposts that guard against us falling into the games and cognitive biases that we can recognize in any human endeavor. Change is the norm in software, and architects must address and embrace it to ensure the architecture can endure different types of change via efficient maintenance and evolution throughout its entire life cycle. Some changes might only affect local parts of a system, while others have more systemic impact that can involve various stakeholders and disciplines.
In general, architects can employ three approaches to handle change: refactoring, renovating, and rearchitecting. Such strategies contribute to the overall area of architecture sustainability-but have yet to be treated as a coherent whole. The aim of this special issue is to encourage such discussions.
Possible topics include but are not limited to:
• State of the art and practice in architecture sustainability • Recognizing architectural sustainability problems early by architecture introspection (performed by the architects themselves) and assessment (performed by a third party) • Fundamental elements of architecture refactoring, rearchitecting and renovating, how they complement each other, and strategies for recognizing when they are appropriate • Ensuring architecture sustainability through architecture governance • Processes, tools, and technologies to support refactoring, renovating, rearchitecting, and their governance • Managing traceability between requirements and architecture decisions that lead to architecture success or problems • The effect of architectural drift or erosion on architectural sustainability and potential countermeasures
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For more information about the focus, contact the guest editors:
• Paris Avgeriou, University of Groningen, The Netherlands, paris@cs.rug.nl • Michael Stal, Siemens Corporate Technology, Germany, michael.stal@siemens.com • Rich Hilliard, software systems architect, USA, r.hilliard@computer.org
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